
Reed Richards, Mr Fantastic 
Technician, Smart Hero 10, Field Scientist 5, Engineer 3, Techie 2 

"By studying the cave-ins carefully, I've pin-pointed an island located exactly between them! That is 
where we will find our answer! It is known as Monster Isle" 

Allegiances knowledge, good, family 
Languages English 
Wealth +6 
Renown +9 (+11 Minor Breakthrough [k technology]) 
Action Points 16 

HP 126 (15d6 +5d8 +0 Con) 
AC 27 (+7 class, +5 Dex, +5 Smart Defense ), touch 27 ,  flat-footed 17 
Fortitude +8, Lightning Reflexes +15, Willpower +10
Resistances MDT 10 , Absorb Damage (DR 10) 
Options Combat Expertise

Init +5, Speed 50 ft (Fleet of Foot, Run, Squeeze, Stretch) 
BAB +10, Grapple +25 (Improved Grapple, Stretch) 

Brawl +15 meleeWFi (d6-1 Str, non-lethal)
Options Exploit Weakness, Improved Disarm, Improved Grapple, Improved Trip, Plan, Skill Mastery

Abilities Str 9, Dex 21 (Flexibility), Con 10, Int 20, Wis 11, Cha 14 
Skills Balance,+11, Climb +15 , Computer Use  +30, Craft (chemical) +25, Craft (electrical) +40, Craft 
(mechanical) +38, Decipher Script +20, Disable Device +28, Knowledge (earth & life sciences) +28, 
Knowledge (physical sciences) +39, Knowledge (technology) +31, Navigate +22, Pilot +21, Profession 
+23, Repair +30, Research +28
Feats Brawl, Builder, Combat Expertise, Educated, Fleet of Foot, Gearhead, Improved Disarm, 
Improved Grapple, Improved Trip, Jack of All Trades, Renown, Run, Simple Weapons Proficiency, 
Studious
Noncombat Options Improved Kit +1, Jack of All Trades, Mastercrafter, Scientific Improvisation, 
Skill Mastery, Quick Craft, Superior Repair, Juryrig, Extreme Machine



OCCUPATION 
Technician: Knowledge (earth & life sciences, physical sciences, technology) are permanent class skills. If a skill the 
character selects is already a class skill, he or she receives a +1 competence bonus on checks using that skill. 

SMART HERO 
Savant (Craft [electrical, mechanical], Knowledge [physical sciences]): The Smart hero gets to add a bonus equal to his or 
her Smart level when making checks with that skill. A Smart hero can take this talent multiple times; each time it applies to 
a different skill. 
Exploit Weakness: After 1 round of combat, the Smart hero can designate one opponent and try to find ways to gain an 
advantage by using brains over brawn. The Smart hero uses a move action and makes an Intelligence check (DC 15) with a 
bonus equal to his or her Smart level. If the check succeeds, for the rest of the combat the Smart hero uses his or her 
Intelligence bonus instead of either Strength or Dexterity bonus on attack rolls as the hero finds ways to out-think his 
opponent and notices weaknesses in his opponent's fighting style. 
Plan: Prior to an encounter the Smart hero can develop a plan of action to handle the situation. Using this talent requires 
preparation; a Smart hero can't use this talent when surprised or otherwise unprepared for a particular situation. Creating a 
plan requires 1 minute. 
After creating the plan the Smart hero makes an Intelligence check (DC 10) with a bonus equal to his or her Smart level. 
The result of the check provides the Smart hero and allies with a circumstance bonus. A Smart hero can't take 10 or 20 
when making this check. 
This bonus can be applied to all skill checks and attack rolls made by the Smart hero and his or her allies, but the bonus 
only lasts for the first 3 rounds after making the plan. After that time, reduce the bonus by 1 point (to a minimum of +0) for 
every additional round the situation continues, as the vagaries of circumstance begin to unravel even the best-laid plans. 

FIELD TECH 
Smart Defense: A Field Scientist applies his or her Intelligence bonus and his or her Dexterity bonus to his or her Defense. 
Any situation that would deny the Field Scientist his or her Dexterity bonus to Defense also denies the Intelligence bonus. 
Scientific Improvisation: At 2nd level, a Field Scientist gains the ability to improvise solutions using common objects and 
scientific know-how. This ability lets the Field Scientist create objects in a dramatic situation quickly and cheaply, but that 
have a limited duration. 
By spending 1 action point and combining common objects with a Craft check that corresponds to the function desired, the 
Field Scientist can build a tool or device to deal with any situation. The DC for the Craft check is equal to 5 + the purchase 
DC of the object that most closely matches the desired function. 
Only objects that can normally be used more than once can be improvised. 
Electronic devices, special tools, weapons, mechanical devices, and more can be built with scientific improvisation. It takes 
a full-round action to make an object with scientific improvisation. The object, when put into use, lasts for a number of 
rounds equal to the Field Scientist's class level, or until the end of the current encounter, before it breaks down. It can't be 
repaired. 
Skill Mastery (Computer Use, Craft [electrical, mechanical], Knowledge [earth & life sciences, physical sciences, 
technology]), Repair, Research): At 4th level, a Field Scientist selects a number of skills from his or her class list equal to 3 
+ his or her Intelligence modifier. When making a skill check using one of these skills, the Field Scientist may take 10 even 
if stress and distractions would normally prevent him or her from doing so. 
Minor Breakthrough (Knowledge [technology]): Upon attaining 5th level, a Field Scientist receives credit for a minor 
scientific breakthrough that earns him or her the recognition of her peers. The Field Scientist chooses one of the following 
Knowledge skills: behavioral sciences, earth and life sciences, physical sciences, or technology. When dealing with others 
with at least 1 rank in the same Knowledge skill, the Field Scientist gains a +2 bonus on Reputation checks. 
This minor breakthrough also provides the Field Scientist with a +3 Wealth bonus increase. 

ENGINEER 
Improve Kit (+1): An engineer can use his know-how to upgrade an electronic or mechanical tool kit at no additional cost. 
Quick Craft: At 2nd level, an engineer learns how to craft ordinary scratch-built electronic, mechanical, and structural 
objects more quickly than normal. 
When using the Craft (electronic), Craft (mechanical), or Craft (structural) skill to build an ordinary scratch-built item, the 
Engineer reduces the building time by one-quarter. 
Superior Repair: An Engineer with a mechanical tool kit and an appropriate facility (a workshop, garage, or hangar) can 
repair damage to a robot, vehicle, mecha, starship, or cybernetic attachment. (Without a mechanical tool kit, the Engineer 
takes a -4 penalty on the Repair check.) With 1 hour of work, the engineer can restore a number of hit points based on his 
Repair check result, as shown in Table: Superior Repair. If damage remains, the Engineer may continue to make repairs for 
as many hours as needed to fully repair the damaged robot, vehicle, mecha, starship, or cybernetic attachment. 



Table: Superior Repair 
REPAIR CHECK RESULT DAMAGE REPAIRED 
Less than 20 None
20-29 2d6 + Engineer class level 
30-39 3d6 + Engineer class level 
40+ 4d6 + Engineer class level 

At 2nd level, an Engineer learns improved ways of repairing robots, vehicles, mecha, starships, and cybernetic attachments. 

TECHIE 
Juryrig: A Techie gains a +2 competence bonus on Repair skill checks made to attempt temporary or juryrigged repairs. 
See the Repair skill for details on juryrigging. 
Extreme Machine: By spending 1 action point and making either a Craft (electronic) or Craft (mechanical) check 
(whichever is appropriate for the machine in question), the Techie can temporarily improve a machine's performance at the 
risk of causing the machine to need repairs later. The DC for the Craft check depends on the type of improvement being 
made, as shown on the table below. 
The Techie performs the extreme modifications in 1 hour. The Techie can't take 10 or take 20 on this check. If the check 
succeeds, the effect of the improvement lasts for a number of minutes equal to his or her Techie class level, beginning when 
the object is first put into use. The Techie selects the single improvement he or she wants to make prior to making the 
check. After the duration of the effect ends, the machine reverts to its previous state and a repair chance percentile roll is 
made. The result of this roll indicates whether the machine requires repairs before it can be used again. 

IMPROVEMENT CRAFT DC REPAIR CHANCE (D%) 
Ranged Weapons 
+1 to damage 15 01-25 
+2 to damage 20 01-50 
+3 to damage 25 01-75 
+5 ft. to range increment 15 01-25 
+10 ft. to range increment 25 01-50 
Electronic Devices 
+1 equipment bonus 15 01-25 
+2 equipment bonus 20 01-50 
+3 equipment bonus 25 01-75 
Vehicles 
+1 on initiative checks 20 01-25 
+1 to maneuver 25 01-50 
+2 to maneuver 30 01-75 

If it has mechanical or electronic components, a Techie of 2nd level or higher can get maximum performance out of it. 

MISTER FANTASTIC 
Absorb Damage. DR 10.
Flexibility. +8 Dexterity, +6 Balance .
Squeeze. May fit the body through any portal thin as a piece of paper. 
Stretch. May stretch out to colossal dimensions, gaining +5 move and +5 reach for each size category above Medium he 
stretches to become. +16 grapple. +16 climb. 

FEATS 
Simple Weapons Proficiency: The character makes attack rolls with simple weapons normally. 
Brawl: When making an unarmed attack, the character receives a +1 competence bonus on attack rolls, and the character 
deals nonlethal damage equal to 1d6 + his or her Strength modifier. 
Fleet of Foot: When running or charging, you can make a single direction change of 90 degrees or less. You cannot use this 
feat while wearing medium or heavy armor, or if you're carrying a medium or heavy load. 
Improved Disarm: The character does not provoke an attack of opportunity when the character attempts to disarm an 
opponent, nor does the opponent get a chance to disarm the character. 
Improved Grapple: You do not provoke an attack of opportunity when you make a touch attack to start a grapple. You 
also gain a +4 competence bonus on all grapple checks (regardless of whether you started the grapple). 
Improved Trip: The character does not provoke an attack of opportunity when the character tries to trip an opponent while 
the character is unarmed. 
If the character trips an opponent in melee combat, the character immediately gets to make a melee attack against that 
opponent as if the character had not used his or her attack action for the trip attempt. 



Jack of all Trades: You may use any skill untrained, including arcane and psionic skills. You cannot, however, gain ranks 
in a skill unless you are normally allowed to gain ranks in the skill. 
Run: When running, the character moves a maximum of five times his or her normal speed instead of four times. If the 
character is in heavy armor, the character can move four times his or her speed rather than three times. If the character 
makes a long Jump, the character gains a +2 competence bonus on his or her Jump check. 
Weapon Finesse (unarmed): With the selected melee weapon, the character may use his or her Dexterity modifier instead 
of his or her Strength modifier on attack rolls.

Bonus (Smart Hero) 
Combat Expertise: When the character uses the attack action or the full attack action in melee, the character can take a 
penalty of up to -5 on his or her attack roll and add the same number (up to +5) to the character's Defense. This number may 
not exceed the character's base attack bonus. The changes to attack rolls and Defense last until the character's next action. 
The bonus to the character's Defense is a dodge bonus (and as such it stacks with other dodge bonuses the character may 
have). 
Educated (Knowledge [earth & life sciences, technology]): The character gets a +2 bonus on all checks with those skills. 
Gearhead: The character gets a +2 bonus on all Computer Use checks and Repair checks. 
Lightning Reflexes: The character gets a +2 bonus on all Reflex saving throws. 
Studious: The character gets a +2 bonus on all Decipher Script checks and Research checks. 

Bonus (Field Scientist) 
Renown: The character's Reputation bonus increases by +3. 

Bonus (Engineer) 
Builder (Craft [chemical, electrical): The character gets a +2 bonus on all checks with those skills. 
Mastercrafter: When successfully completed, a mastercraft electronic or mechanical object provides an equipment bonus 
on skill checks made to use the object (in the case of mastercraft vehicles, this includes Drive or Pilot checks). A 
mastercraft weapon provides a bonus on attack or damage rolls (your choice). A mastercraft suit of armor improves the 
armor's equipment bonus to Defense. In each case, the bonus can be +1, +2, or +3, and no single object can have more than 
one mastercraft feature. (For instance, you cannot build a mastercraft weapon that gains a bonus on attack rolls and damage 
rolls.) 
On average, it takes twice as long to build a mastercraft object as it does to build an ordinary object of the same type. The 
cost to build a mastercraft object is equal to the purchase DC for the object (or its components) + the bonus provided by the 
mastercraft feature (+1, +2, or +3). 
In addition to the Wealth check, you must also pay a cost in experience points equal to 250 * the bonus provided by the 
mastercraft feature. The experience points must be paid before making the Craft check. If the expenditure of these 
experience points would drop you below the minimum needed for your current level, then the experience points can't be 
paid and you can't make the mastercraft object until you have sufficient experience points to remain at your current level 
after the expenditure is made. 
Apply the following modifiers to the Craft check DC for mastercraft items: 

MASTERCRAFT FEATURE DC MODIFIER 
Mastercraft (+1) +3 
Mastercraft (+2) +5 
Mastercraft (+3) +10 

You can add the mastercraft feature to an existing ordinary object or a lower-grade mastercraft object by making a Wealth 
check and then making the Craft check as though you were constructing the object from scratch. 


